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Recycled Cardboard Modelling using 3DP Moulds 

A video discovery this month that may be of interest to some modellers.  I recently stumbled
across a video by a youtuber called XYZAiden. This guy has about the same number of
videos up as we at WoSAG do, but his are nearly all about 3D Printing topics. There are some
inspiring ideas there1 if you wish to spend a dreich winters afternoon down that particular
rabbit hole. I recommend it, even though there is not much there for railway modellers.
    However, a recent-ish vid by Aiden2 is most certainly applicable to railway modellers,
particularly those modelling in smaller guages, n-guage, 00 guage. 00-9 guage, and those with
bigger layouts that need lots of ‘copies’ of mundane layout furniture.

   He has been working for a considerable time on moulding paper fibres, from cardboard,
packing, newsprint etc.  He uses PVA, or rice paste as binders. The raw cardboard is chopped
or torn up by hand and then ‘zizzed’ in a kitchen blender with liquid. The resulting pulp,
which has the consistency of porridge, is then pressed using a workshop vice, in his case a
‘WorkMate’ workbench vice,  to expel the moisture as the paper fibres bind.  The result is
effectively shaped MDF. It can be drilled, sawn and sanded tooled, and is quite strong,
certainly strong enough for railway modelling. It is coloured as per the material that was used
to make the pulp, and has the surface consistency of egg-boxes.  It’s one weakness is that it
doesn’t like getting wet. Most people tend to keep moisture away from their layouts for lots
of other reasons, so this really isn’t a deal-breaker, and in any case a coat of varnish or paint
will protect the paper moulded parts.  
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He has already discovered that whilst the model will shrink away from the sides of the mould,
it will not readily pop out, and so it is much better to use a mould in three parts:
       

A removable floor to allow the part to be pushed through.
       

 The sides, which experience significant force during the squeezing process and so
need to be designed to withstand that. They also form a cylinder in which . . .

      

The top acts as a piston, so it needs a certain amount of strength. During the squeeze
the volume of the pulp halves, so the top needs to accommodate that motion whilst
maintaining the pressure.

          

Apart from making decorative ‘topside’ elements, I could see where this could be used to
make servo mounts, toti mounts and mounts and enclosures for all sorts of electronics and
electrics.
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1.https://www.youtube.com/c/XYZAidan/videos

2.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ItPfhx3ulw&t=2s

As ever, if you have ideas or questions on this or any other relevant 3DP topic, please get in
touch, either directly via email or at one of the Sunday Zoom sessions

Stay safe and well, and keep in touch
  

Chic
chic@computer.org 
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